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About This Game

RC Simulation 2.0 is a fun radio controlled vehicle simulation. Developed to give users the thrill of today's High Tech Radio
Controlled Cars, Boats, Planes and Quadcopters on any of the user created track/maps/venues. Fly some quadcopters, Pilot an RC

Jet Liner or go on a RC Rubicon with your Rock Crawler. The possibilities are endless with RC Simulation 2.0!
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Current Features:

- 26 default RC Vehicles (Cars, Trucks, Crawlers, Boats, Quadcopters and Planes etc)

- Simple in game Track/Map editor with one click upload to Steam Workshop to share your creation with the world.

- Over 250 + Workshop tracks to download and enjoy!

- In game Vehicle Paint Booth with over 100+ different Brushes and Decals to create any unique paint livery you would
like.

- Single player or up to 10 vehicle Multiplayer

- 8 Camera Views Per Track/ Facility including FPV animated mode, Driverstand, Onboard, Follow, Rotate and Blimp
Cams

- Live animated Track marshals and Camera men with Ragdoll Physics

- Drive from anywhere you want.

- Walk the track in FPV Mode and explore anywhere in the game.
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Controllers:
You can use ANY Controller you want with RCSIM. Keyboard, XBOX360 for PC, PS3, Steam Controllers etc. Though most prefer
using a real RC Transmitter via USB-PC (Not available for Linux or Mac as of 11.15.2017) adapter. These are readily available
for todays real rc transmitters. This is the best way to drive RC SIM 2.0. You will not only have the most control on these super fast
machines but will gain the most from practicing with the same remote as you use in real life. Adapters for almost all of today's RC

transmitters can be found with a simple google search. Just google “transmitter to USB” or "USB RC Transmitter adapter”.

Current Surface Vehicles:

– 1/10th Scale Buggy 2WD

– 1/10th Scale Buggy 4WD

– 1/8th Scale Buggy 4WD
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– 1/10th Scale Stadium Truck 2WD

– 1/10th Scale Short Course 2WD

– 1/10th Scale Short Course 4WD

– 1/10th Scale Rock Crawler 4WD with moveable camera and paintball marker

– 1/10th Scale Squatch Rock crawler

– 1/10th Scale 4-Link Monster truck

– 1/10th Scale Touring car AWD

– 1/10th Scale Drift car

– 1/12th Scale Pan car

– 1/10th Scale Semi truck with trailer

Current Air Vehicles:

 Mini Quad 250 mm

 Mini Quad 265 mm

 Med Quad 310 mm

 Med Quad 385 mm with movable camera and paintball marker

 PiperKub 40 Trainer plane

 JumboJet 110 Brushless ducted fan aircraft

 FighterJet 88 Brushless ducted fan jet fighter
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 Junker 80 Vintage low wing war plane

Current Sea Vehicles:

 28″ Wakeboat with movable camera and paintball marker

 36″ Outrigger race boat

 42″ Catamaran race boat

 46″ Deep Vee race boat

 52" Battleship with movable camera and paintball marker

Track/Map Creator:

- Simple yet Powerful in game Track/Map editor with one click upload to Steam Workshop to share your creation with
the world.
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In-Game Vehicle Paint Booth

Easy to use in game vehicle paint booth with over 100 brushes and decals to create your own custom paint schemes. The
paint booth also features a accent color changer to really make the whole package come together with changeable metal
colors, lexan colors, wing colors, tie rod colors, wheel colors and more.
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Title: RC Simulation 2.0
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
devotid
Publisher:
devotid Media
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2018
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rc simulation 20 free download. rc simulation 20. rc simulation 2.0 - 2018

I was excited to find a simulator that didn't cost too much, then I found you get what you pay for. Current state of the has awful
physics\/simulation mediocre graphics, audio and interface work. This was the first steam game I have ever had refunded.. So rc
sim review i like the game would like to see nitro cars or 2 stroke cars in the game i havent found how to take the shell of the
car yet would like that added the way the cars work are good just like driving the real thing would like vr for the drones and
stuff on the forum ill start something on what should be added to help the devs but all in all good game keep u the good work if
u need any beta test done ill help you. I usually dont write reviews, so here goes.

This game is great! I just downloaded it and only have been playing
for around 20 minutes and I can tell im hooked.
(I actually stopped playing to comment.)

The physics are on point and there are a slew of options.
The The devs have thought of everything.

There are almost to many options ;-).
I hope I can slow the turning a bit, but Im
sure the option is there.

The real cars have very fast pickup and
traction, I know, but at this rate the tracks
are going to have to be much bigger.
Note: (I was playing with keyboard)

If your a fan of this genre you wont
be disappointed.

The Graphics are also very well done,
Not to mention low price, for an overall excellent job, very well done.
***** 5 out of 5 stars. So far I love it.. All I can Say is WOW if you love R/C Then you will love this!!! REALRace and
RealFlight Have Nothing on this minus the graphics. Custom Track maker, Air, Land and Sea Vehicles!!!! Plenty Of
Community made content and am very impressed that one guy is programming all this, Highly recommended for any r/c
enthusiast A+++++++++. The game is easy and well set up, option and calibration are easy. The content is fun and divers.
Nevertheless, the physics are a long way off simulation, yet I hope.
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Game is completely broken. Doesn't Respond to any controller set ups.
game says right click and drag to rotate while in workshop. . . . . .doesn't work.
very low customization to the RCs, and vehicles are not responsive what so ever. . . . no i mean really spend 20 minutes trying to
get a buggy to move.
. verry laggy, much potential. if intrested 5/10, if your un-sure (and dont have an op pc) 2/10
As of this moment i do not recomend this game.. I love to fly, so i choose a Piper Cub and head to the air field where my plane
is broken, shoved up against a fence and stuck on a flipped over table, while inside a small fenced in area. Try to reset the
plane...reset, reset, reset, each time it re-spawns against the fence and breaks.
Give up and try the crawler...it can't crawl, it has to be going fast to even get up a hill, and you can't get between the markers
which is just a narrow path, it gets no traction at all.
Give up, try taking the 1/8 buggy to the track, what track ? ....it's just a total mess of random odd shaped hills with no real
visible path to follow, the tracks that are decent and marked are way to small, the scale of the track compared to the cars is way
off, and when you get stuck some idiot picks your car up and sets it right back down on the tube so you're still stuck and have to
have him reset your car a second time, maybe a third time. Then there is the sound of the cars...seriously, what broken piece of
electronic equipment were they recorded from, they phusics are terrible, and if you just look at the car wrong a wheel will fall
off.
I used to race Team Losi trucks in real life and i am also an RC pilot, crashing a $1200 nitro JR heli is more fun than this
simulator.

0.3 hours and i already hate this game, and sadly it was a birthday gift to me.
No, i do not recommend this game to anyone.. I am disappointed. I wanted to love this game as it had 2WD and 4WD buggies in
it.

I have played VRC PRO for years and unfortunately, this game does not come close to it yet. All VRC Pro lacks is 2WD and
4WD electric buggy.

I feel this game is trying to be too broad and not focusing on the aspect of certain classes. Bits of it are very nice, some really
nice modelling and some great ideas with the track builder etc. I hope over time this game develops to become less rough.

It would do no harm taking some pointers from VRC Pro. If you are looking for a replacement to VRC Pro, unfortunately this is
not it, not yet anyway.. I must say for being in Early Access stage of development. This RC Sim is packing a lot of potential, and
I can't wait for what's too come.

For starters there's a lot of unique and new ways to be immersed into the experience. From seeing bugs flying around lights at
night in a realistic way, to the day and night cycling, and the fact there's rag doll models for the other randomly placed people. I
think that those small yet inventive aspects could really show the other more expensive RC sims how to be fun and entertaining
without the need of extensive experience in RC vehicle handling. I really can't wait for what's coming up in the next set of
updates, but I'm sure "Devotid" will live up to their name and really provide something special for RC sim players and just
gamers alike.

Thank you for giving me my dream hobby back Devotid, and may all the future updates and added content gleam in your
efforts.. Its a early access game so its not as smooth and fixed as you might want,,,saying that...i like that you can build your own
tracks and stuff like that,,,also too they have boats planes and crawlers.....CRAWLERS!!!!!....all the other rc sims dont...thanks!
PS please make better crawling courses and cars!. Great start! Great tracks, a few local tracks are added, as well as Workshop
support, so expect many more awesome tracks! Physics are a bit weird, but being in the early access phase, for what they are,
are very smooth. Must try for any RC enthusiast out there.. ENG:

Although this game is still early access to the game, the game looks and sounds promising. This game may well be one of the
best relistic RC simulation of the games which can be found on Steam.

The game not offer much but, it does little to harm myself. Price is not bad either at all. However, a promising RC simulation of
the game.

The best that I have played.
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Referral!

FIN:

Vaikka kyseinen peli on viel\u00e4 early access peli niin, peli n\u00e4ytt\u00e4\u00e4 ja kuulostaa lupaavalta. Kyseinen peli
voi olla hyvinkin yksi parhaita relistic RC -simulaatio peleist\u00e4 mit\u00e4 Steamista l\u00f6ytyy.

Peli ei toistaiseksi tarjoa paljoa mutta, se ei juurikaan itse\u00e4ni haittaa. Hinta ei ole paha my\u00f6sk\u00e4\u00e4n
ollenkaan. Kuitenkin lupaava RC -simulaatio peli.

Paras jota olen itse pelannut.

Suositteluni!. great game loads of fun with lots of promise just needs more updates im on the edge about it but there is more
good in this game than bad 4/5
. I bought this game not knowing exactly what to expect. It popped up in steam and I just wanted a cheaper niche game that
looked fun.

I had an issue at first with the game not working, but together with a group of guys with similar problems and the Dev, We all
got this thing up and running.

This game is fantastic. I bought this game mostly because it does have RC crawling, but I'm looking forward to using the editor.

This editor isn't just some mellowed down crappy drag and drop editor, but everything is scalable, rotatable, and it's a real
powerful editor.

The steam workshop will really make this game come alive.

Nobody has much time in this game at the moment, but I can definatly seeing me log a ton of hours in this game.

For the money this is a solid 9/10 game.
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